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It can fairly be said that social housing in France is 

advanced, compared with many other places, particularly 

outside Europe. The construction of ‘subsidised’ 

residential accommodation is widespread and very well 

studied by the architecture profession, and over the years 

the Gallic country has boasted a number of innovative, 

formally original solutions to what is actually a worldwide 

challenge: housing people of limited economic means. 

In the ‘old days’, this kind of thing, despite the best of 

intentions, tended to spawn severe mega-solutions: giant 

complexes that thrilled architects (and construction 

concerns) much more than inhabitants. Inherited from 

the Modern Movement was an approach that favoured 

grand, supposedly comprehensive projects. In the 1960s, 

70s and 80s, these evolved into often literally frightening 

mini-cities of concrete, with virtually no internal diversity; 

units were repetitively assembled ad nauseam, and public 

areas, when provided, descended into squalor. Residents 

were considered almost as numbers in a formula. 

Things have changed. This modest social housing project 

replaces a set of small houses on the site and was 

proposed as an alternative to a larger block or tower. 

Tetrarc took plenty of clues from the small-cluster ‘village’ 

form of settlement to introduce their new assemblage 

of low-rise houses, combining a direct view to precedent 

with a forward-looking command of detail, materials and 

budget. Careful to deny any intention of the picturesque, 

the master layout of Mervau offsets the siting of the 36 

new houses, which are joined into clusters around winding 

public ways that yield ever-changing views as one moves 

through the site in any direction. Alleys, lanes, passages 

and small courtyards recall traditional European villages, 

even as the buildings are uniform in scale and materials. 

This creates a lively, intimate public realm shared by 

the residents… an instant civic entity in miniature. In this 

environment, playgrounds and piazzas are favoured over 

car parks, which are located in a buffer zone at the edge. 

The angling is subtle, and the zigzagging pitched roofs 

plus timber-railing balconies help emphasise the oblique 

perspectives. The facades are white stucco, with a faint 

pattern of tree shadows painted on them – a fanciful 

and low-cost signature for the community, connecting 

it to the pine forests not far away. There are units 

of different sizes, all enjoying some kind of access to 

the outside, whether garden or terrace, and as much 

privacy as is possible in this kind of density. The project, 

by demonstrating a thorough respect for its eventual 

inhabitants via well-considered details and strong logic, 

could be a test-case for other projects of similar scale 

and programme. Tetrarc has located an experiment in a 

pleasurable laboratory.


